
about 5ft. 8in., it is obvious that he was  very much above average. Clad in
full armour he  must  have  been a fearsome figure, and for Richard to unhorse
him was no  mean  feat. Sir John survived Bosworth, to  become  Knight of the
Body to Henry VII, a  Knight  of the Garter and Baron Cheney. He died on
30th  May, 1499.

THE  WHITE BOAR:  There has been much speculation over the 'reason for
for the  adoption  by Richard of a White Boar as his badge. It seems very likely
that it was for the prosaic reason  that  the white boat was already a  badge
appertaining to the Duchy of Gloucester (see W. Stanford London, Royal
Beasts (1956), p. 25), but  a  Yorkshire member, Mrs. Rosemary Love, has
recently remarked on the interesting, if  certainly unconnected  fact, that the
Roman name for York, Eboracum, being an alien sound to the  Anglian  in-
vaders of the .fifth century, was adapted to their tongues as Eoforwic—which
means  ‘  wild boar town ’.  This  name survived locally until  the twelfth century,
in southern  writings  until the fourteenth, and in French documents  until  the
fifteenth. (The Place Names of the E.  Riding of Yorkshire and York (1937),
English Place Names Society Vol.  XIV, pp. 275-80). It is thus possible that
Richard may have  seen  York called by its old name, or even heard it from older
inhabitants, and  without  knowing how appropriate his choice of personal
badge was to  a  member of the House of York.

KING EDWARD  IV IN  EXILE

‘  Ricardian  ’  No. 44

The article came from the complete works (Versamelde Werken)
of J. H.  Huizinga, which  are, of course, in Dutch.  A  translation by
Miss Maaike Lulofs of the complete  text  of the original article is in
the Society Library.

Errata .  . . for Maaihe  Lulofs, read  ‘  Maaike Lulofs  ’  p. 9; for
‘Pointecanne’ read . . . “Poirtecanne” p. 10; for  ‘  Warwijkse
perort  ’  read  .  . .  “  Warwykse poort.”

BOOK REVIEWS

Tudor Dynastic Problems 1460-1571:  by Mortimer  Levine  (Allen and Unwin
1973, £3.75).

“ Tudor  Dynastic  Problems” is an apt title for what is basically a  brief
history of England from  1460  to 1571 from the dynastic point of  view, an
approach  favoured by Professor  Levine.  It is divided into two parts, an
introduction and a  section  of documents illustrating the  author’s exposition.
Unfortunately these  are not all  given  in full, probably for  reasons  of  space,
but are useful nevertheless since they include the Duke of York’s Parliamentary
title to the throne, Richard’s  Titulus  Regius, confirmation of Henry VII’s  title
by Parliament, and so on.
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Part I of the  introduction, “ The Dynastic  Rivalry of Lancaster and York ”,
is  that  most interesting to, us, taking the §tory from the claim of Richard of
York  m 1460  to the  death  of Richard III  m  1485.  Richard’s  actions  are con-
sidered  throughout  m a hostile manner  (pp.  27- 3-0), with Professor Levine fol-
lowing the argument on the pre-contract previously given  in his article  “  Richard
III: Usurper or Lawful  King” (Speculum  xxiv  (1959), pp. 391 40-1).  Some  of
his conclusions are  rather  debatable; he  argues  for example “  that  the common
law rule  against  inheritance by persons of  attainted  blood did not apply to the
royal succession  ”  (p. 30), since  Henry VI and Edward IV both acted as  King
despit; their attainder by each  other.  This  may surely be countered by arguing
that  since neither accepted the  other  as lawful  King so neither would reggrd
his own attainder as  valid.  The  Tudor  doctrine of ex post facto restoration
in blood by the assumption of the crown had not yet  been  invented.

This  latter point is considered in the following chapter “The  Reign  of
Henry VII ” (p. 35), which includes  a  useful discussion of Henry’s title to the
throne. Professor  comes  to the interesting conclusion  that  in his opinion
the Earl of Warwick probably had the best claim to the throne in 1485 (pp
33-34).  The remainder of the chapter and of the introduction deals  with  the
successive  dynastic  problems which faced the Tudors; these problems are dealt
with  in more detail in the  same  author’s“ Early Elizabethan Succession Ques-
tions 1558-1568 ”(1966). In large part the succession problems were the prob-
lems of the heirs of York.  Dr.- Levine’s treatment of the  “  dynastic murders  ”
of Henry VIII  is rather scathing. Concerning the death of  Margaret  Pole he
says  “  finally in 1541 .  .  . . Henry carried out the worst of his judicial murders,
that of the aged Countess of Salisbury, whose main crimes were her  beingthe
daughter of George of Clarence and the  mother  of Reginald Pole  ”  (p. 70).
He goes on to say that by her  death  Henry had  come  close to his aim of
annihilating the House of York.

Taken together with the documents this book 1s  a  useful and interesting
one, giving an understanding of the history of our chosen period, and the
problems it left to the  next  century. . .

' P. W.  HAMMOND

J

Charles  the  Bold:  By Richard  Vaughan, London, Longman, 1973.  £8.50,
pp.  491.

There  has been no full-scale work written on Charles the  Bold  in English
since  1908, so this book 15 required  reading for a  study of Charles and his milieu.
However it deals only with Charles as Duke of Burgundy, and for  a  complete
understanding of his life and the situation of the  Valois  dukedom of  Burgundy
in its last years, it is necessary to read also Richard  Vaughan’ s previous book
on Philip the  Good‘ (Longman, 1970).

This  book  is not  a  biography in the style of the late Paul Murray Kendall,
who seemed to  develop a  personal sympathy for the  subject  of each of his
three biographies (Richard, Warwick and Louis XI) but  Vaughan devotes  one
chapter to Charles himself and hereien provides  a  penetrating summing up:
“  His essential Weakness as  a  ruler  was . . . the complete  absence  of a single
efl'ective  plan  of political  action  ”. The mainspring behind his activities would
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seem to be “ the search for fame, the public expression .  .  .  of his own  ego, the
yearning to  .  . . make  a  permanent mark on history". This perhaps accounts
for the curiously discursive and inconclusive nature of his activities: he wished
to  extend  his territories, and did so in Alsace, Lorraine and  Savoy, but was
never prepared  to make the necessary effort  to fully incorporate them into the
Burgundian state. He desired to succeed to the role of Holy Roman Emperor,
and made overtures to the Emperor Frederick III to this end, betrothing his
daughter Mary to the Emperor’s son Maximilian, but the attempt  came  to
nothing, as did that to raise the dukedom of Burgundy to  a  kingdom—he
remained  “  oon of the myghtyest Princez of the world that bereth no crowne ”.
This  he certainly was, with his wide range of diplomatic allies, which included
at different  times, the Emperor, Hungary, England and various of the Italian
city states, from which last he imported many Italian  condottiere to form the
nucleus of his standing army of mercenaries.

Charles’s  activities were concerned primarily with  the neighbouring states
which  affected  Burgundian territory, and  Vaughan gives  comparatively little
detail of his internal administration of Burgundy. He made spasmodic attempts
to subdue the  towns, and to centralise the administration of justice and finance,
but on the whole his internal policies were merely a  continuation  of  those  of
his father. Nevertheless Burgundy remained  united, and the economy does not
appear to  have  sufiered  unduly from the demands his wars made upon it. It
was  Charles’s  defeat and death, at  Nancy, without  a male  heir, that  caused the

collapse  of  Burgundy, rather than any internal  disintegration.  However
Vaughan points  out  that  not  enough  work has yet been done on  Burgundian
finances or on Charles’s own financial  situation  to make firm conclusions
possible.

It has been  a  generally accepted  view  that  the  chief  enemy of Burgundy
was Louis XI, but  Vaughan  scouts this notion. It is one fostered by chroniclers
such as Chastellain and de Commynes, who saw the history of the period “in
terms of a violent and dramatic clash between two opposing personalities  each
full of scorn and hate for the other . . the  king of France and the  Duke  of
Burgundy ”.- Louis was not the eminence gris of Burgundian affairs, and
Vaughan  points out that his diplomacy was often far more fortuitous than has
been  thought:  he did not pursue a long policy of manipulating Charles and
endeavouring to bring about the  collapse  of Burgundy. If any one element
can be said to  have  done this it is the hatred for Charles, not of Louis, but of
towns, which  Vaughan  finds  a  constant feature of his reign. It was the com-
bination of the towns of Lorraine, Savoy and what is now Switzerland that
brought about his downfall at the battles of  Grandson, Morat and finally Nancy.

Vaughan’s  sources for ‘ Charles the Bold  ’  are  almost  entirely continental,
so that it is not easy to make  a  critical study of his material, but a  glance  at
his footnotes and bibliography shows clearly that  it is  extensive, and a  number
of maps are helpfully provided, for  those unfamiliar  with  the details of Charles’s
territories, or his campaigns.  ‘  Charles the  Bold ’  provides  an interesting and
enlightening study of Charles and Burgundy, and I would recommend members
interested in the history of late 15th-century Europe which I hope will mean
many members) to read this book, which is in the Society’s library.

ELIZABETH M.  NOKES
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FICTION  BOOK  REVIEWS

The  Kingmaker’s Daughter:  By Evelyn  Hood.  Robert Hale, £1.80. February,
1974.

This  novel follows an unusually spirited and passionate  Anne  Neville
from  childhood  through a tragic  first love  affair, her brief  loveless  marriage to
Edward  of Lancaster, to the  eventual contentment  of her life  with  Richard,
marred  only by the agony of the  death  of her  son.

The  White Queen:  by Frances Irwin.  Robert Hale, 3.1.70, January, 1974.
A sequel  to  “  The  White Pawn  ", this novel  gives a detailed and  sympathetic

account  of  events from I472  to March, 1485, as seen  through  the eyes of  Anne
Neville.

The Queen’s Sister: by Sandra  Wilson. Robert Hale, £1.80, March, 1974.
This novel continues  the story of Cicely, second  daughter of Edward IV,

begun in  “ Less  Fortunate  than  Fair  "

INN  SIGNS  COMMEMORATING TWO  BATTLES  OF THE  WARS
OF THE ROSES

U112 Snowmen" MORTIME RS
»- > »- c  ROSS

   
The .'\/Iommmn‘,  Kings/anti.  A monument erected near the  fifth milestone at the turn-
pike road commemorates  the battle of Mortimers  Cross and  bears the Inscription as
shown  on the  Sign.  The  nwnumcnl  is  a  few feet  from this Inn.

Morlinwrs  Cross, A_\'mcslry. Nr. Luonu‘nslcr. This Sign incorporams ihc three  suns
seen at the battle. The sun sign of Edward IV, the While Lion of Mortimer and the
red and white  roses  of  York  and  Lancaster.  The  Lancaster  rose impaled by a sword.
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